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Introduction

Many of us prefer to live for a long place, as long as we are

healthy and happy. Fortunately, we could do use our

current technology and knowledge for extending our

lifespan. Although longevity is largely due to genetic

components, there are lifestyle and therapy changes that

can help to ensure long life.

 



Lifestyle

No bad habits — refrain from smoking tobacco, if it is

difficult for you, you can change to vaping; drinking more

than a standard drink in day, and do not drink too much of

recreational drugs.

Do away with the surplus weight, get body fat that is below

23%. You can get this done with a hunger suppressing diet

kind of lifestyle that you can keep up with indefinitely, be it

low or high carb diet, a highly or elimination diet – stick

with an option that works best for you. One thing that can

be very helpful is eating of sea food daily…fish oil doesn’t

have the advantages as seafood – except you are allergic,

you can go with a small oyster can daily?

Indulge in long fasts, for repairing DNA and cleaning up

dysfunctional cells. For instance, you could fast for 3 to 5

consecutive days…it could take a while for autophagy to

register properly. Fasting is very good for anyone who with

an average body weight. The more you do it the better.

Exercise can help your lifespan and improve your health. If

you are not sure where to begin, you could stick with a

time-bound exercise like HIIT(high intensity interval

trainings), as well as martial arts. Team spots are more fun

than ordinary cardio. Perhaps you think you do not have

time for exercise – or you just haven’t created the time for

it?

A strong circadian rhythm is very necessary…an

inconsistent rhythm is never the best. You need enough

bright light, eat high carb-protein breakfast when you wake

up, a few days in a week – this might not be applicable to

ketogenic diets, which normally progresses the circadian

phase. Take your dinner between 3 and 4 hours before

going to bed. Take little melatonin, then make your nights

dark – turn off bright lights as from 8pm, make use of red

LED type of lights instead, or take advantage of blue

googles as well as rubylith films for blocking blue light.



Beef up energy product with water. This is easy with

putting an ordinary rod and a little rod in your water!

Always hydrate – remember if you feel thirsty, or you are

having dark urine, it means you are dehydrated already.

The Downside of Aging

The other section covers the varieties of problems

encountered during again – but do not think of them as

being exclusive – the categories are all interrelated.
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